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COMBI TACK 547
The ultimate universal product

Facts about Combi Tack 547
+ Any gluing or sealing task
+ Flexible +/- 20%
+ Weather resistant
+ Food & laboratory approval
+ Fast curing
+ In- and outdoors
+ Free from isocyanates
+ Free from organic solvents
+ Hardens on moist surfaces, also under water
+ Available in 6 colors
+ Transparent: Clear Tack 542



EN 15651-1
F-INT

EN 15651-1
F-EXT-INT CC

EN 15651-3
XS1

EN 15651-4
PW-EXT-INT CC

Combi Tack 547

Combi Tack 547 manages practically any gluing or sealing task. The transparent alternative is Clear Tack 542.

Areas of use
+  Floor joint, both wood
    and concrete
+ Ventilation ducts
+ Pipe outlets
+ Cracks and fissures
+ Frames and panels
+ Sealing
+ Board joints
+ Car and bodywork
+ Leisure boats
+ Roofs and gutters
+ Coverage

Areas of use 
+ Cracks and small 
     joints
+ Frames and panels
+ Sealing 
+ Board joints
+ Roofs and gutters
+ Metal coverings of 
    e.g. chimneys
+ Kitchen splashbacks
+ Glass plates
+  Glass ceramic
     hobs
+ Acrylic sheets

+  Any gluing task in- and 
outdoors

+  All indoor sealing tasks
+  When required a crystal-clear 

joint indoor
+ High strength
+ Crystal clear
+ EC1+indoor climate
    approval
+ Odorless
+ Neutral curing
+ Paintable

+ Any gluing or sealing task 
+ High strength
+ In- and outdoors
+ Wet room approval 
+ Contains fungicides
+ UV resistant
+ Odorless
+ Food and
    laboratory approval
+ Neutral curing
+ Paintable

We always recommend our customers to read the Product Information Sheet before using our products.
They can be found on our website or by scanning the QR code.

COMBI TACK 547 CLEAR TACK 542 TRANSPARENT
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Areas of use 
+ Floor joints, both
     wood and concrete
+ Ventilating ducts
+ Pipe penetrations
+ Cracks and fissures
+ Frames and panels
+ Sealing
+ Board joints
+ Car and bodywork
+ Leisure boats
+ Roofs and gutters
+ Metal coverings of 
    e.g. chimneys


